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Johnson Window Films is pleased to announce that the Johnson Window Film
brand of products has been awarded the exclusive rights of “The Official
Window Tint of West Coast Customs”. We are extremely proud to have been
offered the opportunity to partner with this world renowned automotive
customization company. Our products are a perfect fit for West Coast
Customs cliental; who desire unique vehicles that express’s their individual
style.
West Coast Customs is internationally recognized for it original designs and
concept vehicles. This partnership will raise consumer awareness of both the
benefits of window film installation and bring attention to our brand.
The President of Johnson Window Films, Scott Davidson says “This is an
exciting time for our brand. The partnership with another west coast based
business is something that is a perfect for us and our business model.”
Johnson has always prided itself in selling to entrepreneurs; these people are
not huge on corporate structure and appreciate our ability to quickly resolve
issues without having to wait for an answer from corporate.
Being the only family owned and operated manufacturer/distributor in the
market place today presents it own benefits and hardships. When you
purchase our products you are buying our hearts and souls, not some
product produced with automated inspection machines. Our quality control is
performed by people who perform multiple inspections on each square foot of
the product.
Much like the hand crafted vehicles produced by West Coast Customs;
Johnson Window Films products are produced with a human touch. Both of
our organizations lack cumbersome bureaucracies allowing us to interact with
each customer on an individual basis.
The world is so connected these days what with Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, etc it just seems to go on and on. Most businesses do not have a
face to attach to an email address or a voice on the phone. We are lucky with
this partnership as Johnson Window Films and West Coast Customs, are both
located in the Greater Los Angeles Area, so we definitely have faces to match
the email address.
We look forward to the prosperous future that this partnership will bring in
the upcoming year. Contact us for more information on this new and exciting
chapter in our brands history.
Johnson Window Film products are manufactured by Johnson Laminating and
Coating Inc., an ISO 9001: 2015 certified company – BSI™ CERT# FM562721.

